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During a visit to the recent Quest Conference at Leeds University (w/e 7/Sth September) I had 
the opportunity to meet a number of the international speakers, such as Jorge Martin from 
Puerto Rico and Santiago Y. Garza from Mexico (they have FT's there as well!). I had been 
asked (at very short notice), to speak at the conference on the Sunday morning. This was as a 
result of Jenny Randles being forced to cancel her talk, because of her mother 's seriously 
illness. My presentation concentrated on the increase in FT sighting throughout the U.K. 

It was soon apparent, by the number of people who later approached me, that 'Flying 
Triangles' are being seen widely across the U.K. and in increasing numbers. I rapidly scribbled 
down a few addresses and gave out a few cards in an effort to keep pace with the number of 
enquiries and statements being made. I am already beginning to receive statements by post, 
from a number of the FT witnesses. As a result of this I have tried to include a few of the cases 
in this month's OVNI which is currently 'going to press' as I write. 

We have sightings reported again in the county of Avon, particularly south of Bath, where 
there has been increased activity. I have also included in this issue, a fascinating report from 
an amateur astronomer, who through his telescope, saw a FT slowly moving on the edge of 
space. (Who said that astronomers never report seeing �O's?} 

Apart from the great interest in such sightings, what does it aD mean, what is going on? 

We are aware that the first Flying Triangle 'flap' occurred in the Hudson Valley U.S.A. during 
the ·moritn of March 1983, although Victor J.Kean has pointed out that "V shaped glows" 
were seen in the night sky of lliinois as far back as June 17th 1897. According to Victor, the 
first FT with a familiar light configuration ( a white light on each corner and a red light in the 
centre) circled around Tyneside in September 1960. Since then they have been increasing their 
activity and we are now being inundated with sighting throughout the country. Many have 
been reported hovering over motorways and nuclear facilities ... .luckily they do not ,appear to 
be hostile! 

All we can do at present is to log each report on a database, to try and analyse the purpose of 
the FT activity and to keep other UFO study groups informed. There are numerous factors to 
be taken into account and studied. Why are they in a triangle form? It is certainly not because 
the shape has an aerodynamic purpose (they are often seen travelling I won't say flying,flat 
side forward). What is the purpose of the central beam of white light projected towards the 
ground? A Belgian witness stated that he saw the beam 'stop' halfway to the ground! 

There are many questions to be answered and we will continue to strive for an answer to 
this enigma. Omar Fowl er 
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NICK POPE REVEALS ALL AT THE E.M.U.F.O.R.A. CONFERENCE 
"The UFO's are running around us, if a conflict started, we would be on the losing side!" 

Nick Pope (Government Official and author of 'Open Skies Closed Minds), addressed 
a well attended conference in Nottingham, arranged by the East Midlands group 
E.M.U.F.O.R.A. under the able direction ofMr Anthony James. The meeting took place in 
the Bulwell T.A. centre on the hot sunny afternoon of Saturday 17th August and was also 
addressed by the UFO Investigator from Mid-Glamorgan Matthew Williams. 

Matthew Williams, a young man and a new speaker on the conference circuit 
introduced himself and gave details of his investigations into the field of secrecy surrounding 
government establishments. 

Opening his talk, Matthew spoke at length about his sighting of a glowing UFO on the 
side of a Welsh hillside and a number of subsequent disturbing features involving psychic 
effects. He then went on to explain how he had attempted to discover exactly what was going 
on at Rudloe Manor, the secret establishment in Wiltshire, believed to be involved in the 
tracking and analysis of UFO reports. Matthew had obviously spent much of his time writing 
to the establishment, asking searching questions about their activities and receiving innocuous 
replies from the press officer, who at one stage stated that the establishment was closing down 
at a later date. Matthew telephoned the same press officer some weeks later, (after the date of 
the 'close down') only to be told that the (same) press officer had never spoken to him 
previously and knew nothing of a close down! 

At this point, it might be interesting to repeat the comments of Gordon Creighton, the 
editor of Flying Saucer Review and one time Government Intelligence Officer, ''don't waste 
the price of a stamp, you will never learn anything from official sources!" 

Matthew spent some time showing a number of his letters and the subsequent replies, 
on a display screen (unfortunately these could not be read any further back than the second 
row). He then went on to disclose how he had chatted to the locals around Rudloe Manor, 
some of whom were employed at the establishment and how this had revealed far more about 
the work taking place inside. At once stage Matthew was challenged by armed military 
personnel and explained the purpose of his questions. Not really surprising in view of the 
activities of the IRA terrorist groups! 

Matthew came. over as an excellent speaker, but at the end of it all, one has to ask is all 
the effort worthwhile? The end result might be the disclosure that UFO incidents are indeed 
investigated at Rudloe Manor, but does that increase our knowledge on the activities of the 
UFO's and what they are all about? 

Omar Fowl er chatting with Matthew Williams 
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Nick Pope began his talk by reading out a M. 0 .D. disclaimer which emphasised that 
the opinions expressed by him were his own views and not those shared by the M.O.D. The 
UFO subject had taken a quantum leap as a result of the media publicity recently given to the 
subject ·and he quoted the current UFO climate as being influenced by such programmes as 
'The X-Files' etc. Although he had been referred to as our own X-Files 'Agent Mulder', he did 
not envisage himself creeping around dark warehouses with a bright beaming torch! 

Nick Pope explained how his Civil Service department worked and that the staff were 
moved around every three years in order to give them wider experience. He had previously 
been involved in the British team conducting 'Desert Storm' operations and as his time with the 
unit came to an end, it was suggested that he might like to try the 'UFO Investigations' 
department. The main concern was with the invasion of our 'air space' by another power. 

At that time Nick held the view that people that saw UFO's were 'quirky' and he did 
not believe that they could possibly be extraterrestrial, but "I was totally wrong" he 
commented. There were many things seen in the sky that were not UFO's and 90% of the 
reports could usually be explained. However after three years of investigation, he now 
believed that of the 10% 'unexplained', a high proportion were extraterrestrial! He went on to 
say that he would like to see a country-wide database set up to log all UFO reports, as "I think 
these things are extensive in our air space!" 

He said that there were many UFO reports from trained observers such as RAF pilots , 
police and military personnel. He had been told unofficially by various pilots that in 1970, a 
Phantom pilot (the aircraft not a ghost) had encountered a UFO over the North Sea and more 
recently a flight of Tornado's had been overtaken by a UFO, while travelling at high speed. 

The 'Flying Triangles' were now becoming prominent and there had been a spate of 
sightings over Lincolnshire. An RAF officer recounted how a number of cars had stopped to 
watch a low flying FT pass overhead. When questioned about the authenticity of the report, 
the RAF officer explained that he had been one of the car drivers that had stopped and 
observed the FT! Another intriguing episode occurred when. a large low Flying Triangle was 
observed passing over RAF Cosford and witnessed by an RAF meteorological officer. It was 
later confirmed that the craft had not been picked up on Radar. 

Nick Pope touched on one of the major British UFO incidents, that of the Rendlesham 
Forest landing. He had obtained a copy of the radiation readings taken at the site and sent 
them to the 'Defence Radioactive Service' and asked for their comments. The DRS came back 
to him very quickly with an urgent query as to where the readings had been taken, as they 
were ten times above the normal radiation level! 

Nick Pope autographing his new book 'Open Skies, Closed Minds'. 
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Nick Pope replied to 'the query and disclosed not only when and where the readings 
were taken but also enclosed a copy ofColn. C.I.Halt's report on the encounter . 

. Nick then tried to re-open the Rendlesham case, but was unsuccessful! He drew 
attention to the three triangular indentations found on the forest floor, but the sceptics replied 
that the marks had probably been made by rabbits (What's up Doe? Take me to your leader!). 

With· regard to the 'big cover up' theory, Nick Pope's view is that, there isn't one. "It 
has never been my view that there has been a deliberate C<?yer up. In the three years that I was 
in that department, I think that I would have picked up a few hints." "That is why I wrote my 
book, I believe that there is still work to be done and we must do it in a scientific manner." 

"I was discouraged from writing my book and pressurised not to do so, but I felt that I 
was on the edge of something .... "The Air Force are much more open minded than iny 
colleagues, pilots 'see' things." "Of all the things going on, I believe that the 'abductions' are 
the most disturbing." (Abductions will be the subject of Nick Pope's next book). 

There then followed a question and answer period, a few extracts follow: 

"I do not believe that the recent series of media programmes and films, such as 
'Independence Day' are being shown in a discreet way in order to acclimatise the public to 
accept what is going on, I believe 'we' (the public )could deal with this." 

"I do not believe that Flying Triangles are secret aircraft, prototype aircraft are not 
operated over public areas to be seen and video'd by Joe Public." "The speed and 
manoeuvrability of the FT's (logged on Radar) during the Belgian FT flap' had shaken military 
analysts and their unofficial comment was thank goodness they're friendly!" "Are they probing 
us and our reactions? I don't know." "We have the best 'bits of kit' (advanced aircraft defence 
etc.), but these UFO's are running around us." "If a conflict started, we would be on the 
losing side!" 

The conference ended with the question still buzzing in my mind .. are the military authorities 
so naive as to treat the UFO phenomenon in such a manner and to hope that eventually the 
subject "will go away? Reliable sources inform us that there are two higher echelons of 
UFO investigation in the M. O.D. The DSTI (Dept of Scientific & Technical Intelligence) 
and D/55 (a Defence Intelligence Unit). 

Another previously clas
sified Stealth project was unveiled 
by the US Air Force on 30 April. 
The progranvne, known as Tacit 
Blue, was a stealth technology 
demonstrator with Northrop as 
prime contractor. The results of 
the project were ultimately incor
porated into the B-2 flying wing 
design: (Tony Sacketos) 

Contributed by 
TonyWeaver 

P.RA. 

,,� 
StCJtltlt tcclrrwlofl\" dcmmastt•;ttm· mn•cifcd ;rt fiSAI: 

ltluscrml :1 t tV•·ittlat l'nttcnflll Jll:rr on :! 2 i\\;1\" 1 !HJfi. 
A •·c,uwt lty Frol1 iln�lrc•·· l'lrdtns r,,., 'l'cmr S.tdwtos 
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T 
he US Air Force announced the 
existence of one of its most successful 
technology demonstrator programmes 

on 30 April1996. Known simply as Tacit Blue, 
the project was headed by the Northrop 
Corporation, and was the forerunner of today's 
stealth technology. providing valuable 
engineering data and validating advanced 
stealth design which was subsequently 
incorporated into the B-2. The aircraft was 
created to demonstrate that a low observable 
surveillance aircraft with a low probability of 
detection by radar, could operate close to the 
forward edQe of a battle with a high degree of 

survivability. The project was highly classified, 
with just one flyable aircraft being constructed, 
al though a second airframe shell was 
available as a backup, but was not needed. 
The programme ran from 1978 until1985 with 
Tacit Blue performing 135 flights beginning in 
February 1982. 

AIR POWER INTERNATIONAL 
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A REPORT FROM Dr. OSCAR RAFAEL PADILLA LARA (GUATEMALA). 

Exclusive to the PRA 

A few months ago I heard about the 'Blood Sucker' which I compare to the 'Goat Sucker' of 
Puerto Rico, U.S.A., but I had not taken the report seriously, because on previous occasions I 
had discovered some kind of joke or that the statements made by witnesses were not true. 
However, in company with Mr Rolando Castillo, Miguel Alfredo Aguilera and Armando Vela, 
I travelled 120Krns to investigate a number of recent reports. When we arrived at 9pm that 
evening, we realised that the inhabitants of that municipality were aware of what had happened 
in Estanzuela, Zacapa, Guatemala C. A. 

There have been stories of the 'Blood Sucker' of Guatemala for the past 18 years and the 
present cases have occurred since the middle of October 1995 (when Mrs Galdamez was the 
first victim) and then on Saturday 11th November 1995, when a teacher Alicia Fajardo de 
Cabrera lost 150 of her chickens. This being attacks only birds and foul, 200 animals have 
been lost in the same manner. 

When I interviewed the teacher, she said that the attacks had taken place between 11pm and 
3 am the following morning. Although she did not hear this being coming, she heard a hum, a 
flutter and later she saw something like a spiral design in the soil. She added that in spite of 
the fact that she had six watch dogs, this being had attacked her hens and roosters. It was 
known that it also attacked turkeys, pigeons and wild birds such as partridges. 

The way that the thing kills the prey, is to make two holes on their neck and to suck out the 
blood. We calculate that when it killed 150 birds, it was about half to one glass of blood that it 
drew from each one, making a total of 5 gallons of blood. This would indicate that the being 
is very large to be able to hold all of this blood. 

The bird victims were unable to move and had little strength, the only clue was a small 
footprint on the floor and there was no sign of any violence. Their death was not due to an 
illness or attack by any known animal. Why should this thing suck their blood, is it for 
nourishment? If that was the case surely it is too much? 

Another witness was Mr Vincente Sosa ( 49), a cattle rancher who says that he saw this 'thing' 
and that it looked like a black dog, with a very long tail. It passed in front of his ranch house 
and turned and looked at him with big red eyes. Mr Fajardo fired at it with a rifle, but missed. 

The village is crossed by a small river called Quebrada del J acote and on its banks there are 
large caves big enough for a person to stand in. It is believed that this is where this malign 
being hides. 

Mr Julio Conde claims that he saw this being standing on two feet like a human being and he 
also added that the attacks take place at regular intervals between 8 and 15 days apart. 

The beast gets into the hen.houses by ripping the wire mesh and he gets in and out as though it 
had no bones, but only cartilage, or like a worm which stretches and widens, but it 1s 
intelligent because it can open the doors! (?) ,.-·i(f,S-{�<':' 
Dr Oscar Rafael Padilla Lara has included a sketch and continues �1/JJ) ;,,)�tfpft:: _J��,v�·r-
with other stories and conjecture, but our space is limited and the 

;b'f.(� �,:.,;c_ above report contains most of the relevant information Ed. �����i� 
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END OF THE SEASON CROP CIRCLES 
Photographs by Busty Taylor 

Three Arm Spiral, Windmill Hill, near Stonehenge. 
Consisting of over 225 circles of varying sizes, from 45ft diameter down to Sft dia. 

The Sundial: Early July, East Oakley near Basingstoke Hants. 
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The Evening SKY 
Seplember 1996 

A total lunar eclipse will occur on the 
� evening of the 26th and· the morning of 

the 27th of this month. The Full Harvest 
Moon will turn a beautiful reddish
coppery colour as the Moon passes into 
the Earth's shadow. 

The ecl(p�e begins when the Moon 
enters the Earth's penumbra (shadow) at 
11:12 pm and ends at 4:36 am. However, 
totality lasts between 1:19am and 2:29 
am. You. can even observe the eclipse 
from a ctty centre so do mak·e every 
effort to \Vatch this cosmic event. 

Even more exciting is that at the time of 
the eclipse, the planet Saturn is in 
conj�ncti9n �ith the Moon. During 
totality, you will notice a 'star' close to 
t�e Moo� �hining with a steady yellow 
hght. Thts 1s the ringed planet: Saturn. 

� If you have a pair of binoculars you can 
look at the Moon during totality and 
identify some of the surface craters. 
With binoculars or a telescope you will 
see the rings of Saturn. 

The Moon �nd Saturn will appear to be 
only a few tnches apart but in reality the 
hvo worlds are separated by a distance 
of 700 million miles! 

T.he . �arvest Moon was �f great 
stgntftcance to ancient Earth/Sky 
cultures and named so for the help it 
provided in getting the harvest home. 
The Autumn Harvest Moon offered t\VO 
or three nights of early evening light to 
hard \-Vorking farmers after sundown. 

The Autumnal equinox occurs on the 
22nd as the Sun crosses the celestial 

Try and identify the craters during the.j,eri� of 
totality when the Moon is not so bright 

equator in Virgo, moving south. This 
event marks the end of summer in· the 
northern hemisphere. 

Venus and Mars rise together in the 
northeastern sky around 3am. Venus is 
�t its brightest and it would be a good 
tdea to stay out all night on the 26th-
27th to greet these two worlds as thev 
shine so beautifully for us. 

' ,; 

65 million years
. 

ago an asteroid or 
comet, 6 miles in diameter and travellino 
at 150,000 miles an hour slammed int� 
what is now the Yucatan peninsula of 
Mexico. The result. \vas �a_:_-:glooaL-- -� 
catastrophe of Armageddon.proportions.. ·-�--,-- -· , · 

The sky went dark, the landscape 
burned, destructive earthquakes roared 
and tremendous tidal waves swept the 
Earth. Hundreds of years later, \Vhen the 
dust had settled, 75o/o of all living species 
on land and sea, including the dinosaurs 
were gone. 

Our great little planet is so fragile and 
vulnerable, not only from devastation 
created- by humankind but from cosmic 
catastrophes too. I love this little planet! 

Enjoy Your Evening Sky! 
Harry Parkinson 

'The Evening Sky' P.O. Box 4002 Milton Keynes 
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A 'FLYING TRIANGLE' SIGHTING FROM 1981 (STAFFORD) 

Sent in to us by Mr P .Pearce. 

I used the phrase U.F.O, as in the meaning, unidentifiable and not 

flying saucer. What I saw along the Eccleshall road in Stafford was a. 
triangle. It was Dec�mber the 23rd at 05.55p.m. Ihad just finished 

dropping some Christmas presents off •t my brother' s house in Stafford. 
and was riding on my moto.rbike along the· Eccleshall road, which I had· ···.' 
ridden along for fifteen years twice aday �o won and back. As I c�'· ..... "' -· 

over the disused railway bridge from Lloyds, .I noticed on the right 
-���d side, just above the roof tops-of the

-
houses a red light which 

appeared to be in the centre of a pointing out V shape. As I rode my 
bike I noticed this light started to move out from the roof tops, so 
I stopped my bike in the bus stop and turned off my engine and looked 
up. -. 
The triangle was directly. above me and very big. The triangle cov ered · ·. 

the whale.area from the front end, which was above the cemetery on my' · 

left to the rear end, which was above the roof tops centre ridge. The 
red light I saw was at the front of the t riangle , which had a red l�ght 
at each cor�er. In between tn� red lights ·On th�.st�aight ·�rdi� wer& 
green lights which .were perfectly centred. In the centre. of· the tri'aiigle 

was a large orange/yellow light the same colour as a street lignt, the 
light were not blinding but a warm relaxing glow. On the inside of the 
triangle , inbetw&en the orange/yellow light and the r�d and green lights 
was a blue fluorescent sort of light which ran the lenght of the triangle 
which was motionless above me. I sat on my bike and just stared up at �t 
until my neck began to ache. I'am not sure if the or�nge light lit up the 
area or if it was the str e e t lights sh�ning, but I felt w�rm and relaxed. 
I suddenly thought, is there •nyone around to witn e s s  it. I looked a round 

and saw n6 one, only alight on in· the house· to my right but some how I 
felt that I could n ot knock on their door a.nd 'i.t might be gone if I did. 

_ ·I lookect.up. again an d it was still there. I was directly beneath the centre 
--�·--·

: c)r -�th� ·or.ange light. just_.J.ooking at it • . 

- As I .. wa-s---looking I heard a sgueaking sound, so I looked up the road and 
·saw • man on a push bike comming towards me on the other side of the road 
I shouted to him and asked if he could see it. I do not know if he looked 
up or not, but after I had shouted over to him, the squeak on his push bike 
speeded· up. I watched him ride back along the way I had just seen nim come 
from, until he had disappeared·over the other side of the railway bridge. 
I looked �ack up and the triangle was �till there. I remember saying· to 
mys elf, "�rd man", as I thought that the triangl� mov.ed off. The only noise 

it made was lik� a s�ft hiss, as if someone was letting a tyre down. l w�s 
not shocked at what I saw, more excited and I felt ha ppy .  
As I rode my bike ham� I ·saw A couple of cars coming the o)her way heading 
to Stafford , l called out to them "I've seen a U .F. 0" • .1. don' t knO\oJ if they 
heard me or no). lnstead of going home I want to the pub,The Kings Arms in 
Eccleahall to tell someone what I had just seen. W hen .1. a rriv e d at the Kingb 

Arms, .1. noticed the time, 6.45p.m. I told afew people wh�t I had just seen 
but they just laughed, apart from one man. He said I've p�ob�bly seQn lights 
r�flected from a 6oncorde as it flew o�er. I know it was not that, but 
remarks . like that put me off ever r • porting it. I didn't want to report it 
now, but some people have rec�ntly p rompted-m� intQ doing so -nd it's the 
first time anyone has given me an address of �6meone to write to. I did 

- · not go �9.--.�.ho __ poli.ce that night, which I should have done, but I thought 
•- .. J -�·.:.:.:,�ft""�-_8 l!l_Y. s_ecret . an.c;t .what �an anyone do anyway. 
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Diagram of the Stafford 
sighting 23/12/1981 
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This is the triangle , I am directly beneath it looking up at i�. This 

- ��� _ is the bottom v ie w . I do not· know what the t� � of it looks like! I t 
-� . :i · :.moYed a-f.f�·gently, the size was eaeily as big AS a football pitch, if 

:��-- -��-���t..no.t . bigger·o - !.�-. . ��:·�·ike to ... eay as .. big as two football pitches, but I feel 
• .>.:�-:::; �� .. migfit--no·t ·be correct, howeYer it cov ered the road, footpaths, roof tops ;;r,, . • 

· · . . :·�%��;. and aleo the cemetery . I would like to point out t hat the jour.ney home 
� �-; ·;�:.::, ·usually takes 10 minutes at 60· m.p.h. This night I travelled at about . 

,. 80 m.p.h, after I eaw the triangle and. got back to·Eccles�a11: for about · .. · 

6.45 p.m, I first siw 1�• �bject a t  5·55 p.m. To me thi� meana th� objec�-
. � ·  ·was ther e for about half - an hour to .three quarters ot �n hour. Some . 

. 

·� "'·•·:.· .. · people I have spoken to abou't it (friends) , think I may ha.v e be en.- ab due ted 
·.<::: by it. Howeve.r I do not think that I haTe. Also that night, I had not .. 

···.·.,had a drink until I got to the p1,1b, which \-Jas after I. had seen the object . 
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PARAMOUNT 'SIGHTINGS' FILM CREW VISIT THE P.R.A. 
At the request of Phil Davis (Paramount Studios, U.S.A.), a film crew arrived at the home of 
your editor on Thursday 5th September to film local FT witnesses Robin Gibbard and Tom 
Culleton (Post Office driver: Bretby FT incident 1/5/96 & 3/5/96). The programme is destined 
for the 'Sightings• series and may be seen on Sky TV at a later date. 

FT witness Robin Gib bard (left) prepares to tell his story, under the direction of 'Sightings' 
Producer Kathleen Douglas (centre) and her crew. 

LATEST 'FLYING TRIANGLE' REPORT 

A Mrs M.A.Carr of Paulton near Bristol saw a FT on the night of 4th September 96, 
9/9.30pm. We are awaiting a full report of the incident. Information received so far, states the 
FT travelled very slowly, had three bright white lights inset from the rounded corners of the 
triangle. It also had a large central red light, described as being like "dull red crystals". It 
made a faint rumbling sound as it passed overhead at just a few hundred feet over the witness. 

Alan Hitchcock (PRA), showing his knees (the only unusual sight!) during the National Sky 
Watch night 17th August 96 
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TALE ENDERS 

NEW MANSFIELD GROUP. Daryl Spence,(best remembered for his video of a FT 
hovering Mansfield), is to form a new UFO group. A branch of the B.E.A.M.S. organisation . 

RUSSIAN HOLES in the ground are causing concern in the village of Porechive. Two 
mysterious pits have appeared in a field of oats. One hole is 16ft across and 15ft deep. The 
other is smaller in diameter but of unknown depth, a 50ft rope does not reach the bottom! 

FIRE ENGINEERING BOOKS & VIDEOS (U.S.A.) have introduced a new, second 
edition of the 'Fife Officer's Guide To Disaster Control'. This includes an extensive chapter on 
'The UFO Threat-A Fact' and highlights such things as UFO Hazards, Force Field Impact, 
Regional Power Blackouts and The Panic Hazard! (Source: Ken Potts NUFON & PRA). 

BURTON-ON-TRENT UFO 1967. A Mr B. S., who was home on leave from the Royal 
Navy and out walking with his girlfriend near the Water Tower at Winshill. Mr B.S. states, "It 
was early November, about 7 .30pm, it was dusk when we saw two lights coming up between 
a line of trees where there was a dip down towards Brislington Hall. The lights wavered and 
then went out, but then a line of lights rose above the trees. They were green, yellowy-white 
and reddish-blue. The light pattern was about the size of a lorry. I shone a pencil torch 
towards them and they started to move rapidly towards us. They reached a point about 
150/200yds from us in just a couple of seconds and made no sound. My girlfriend told me to 
switch off my torch and as she was getting very worried about the lights. Shortly afterwards, 
the lights moved away. It was about twelve months later that I read there had been an 
outbreak of similar sightings in Stoke. My thoughts dwell on that incident. .... 

THE PHOTO'S NASA HID FOR 20 YEARS claimed the Daily Mirror on 22nd August. 
With a centre spread of claimed NASA UFO photo's, including a series said to have been 
taken by astronauts on the Apollo 13 mission .. . ./sn't that the one where their space craft blew 
up and they moved into the LEM for most of the trip, subsequently fighting for their lives with 
little power and low on oxygen. Not even dedicated astronauts would have taken time off to 
photograph strange lights under those conditions, surely? 

DALLAS, TEXAS. Three Flying Triangles were over the prairie on the night of 3rd March. 
TheFT's were later joined by six spherical UFO's. All objects hovered for a few minutes, then 
theFT's shot skywards. The spheres went off in all directions and disappeared. (NUFON). 

NEXT MEETING 

Will take place at the British Legion, Allenton, Derby at 8pm on the night of Thur�day 26th 
September. We have booked a large room on the ground floor for our celebrity speaker. 

ARTHUR TOMLINSON 
"The UFO Enigma" 

The lecture includes Arthur's latest colour slides on this tantalising subject. Don't Miss It! 

Plus all the latest on the 'Flying Triangles'. Non-members welcome. Admission £1.00 
The Allenton British Legion can be found by taking the A5111 Derby ring road and turning 
down the Chellaston road at the 'Spider Bridge' roundabout. It is 112 mile on the left. There 
is adequate off the road car parking at the. side and rear of the club. 

Reports published in the OVNI may be reproduced by other agencies, with due 
acknowledgement to the Phenomenon Research Association. 
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